CUTTING & SEWING DIRECTIONS (continued):

American Quilt Blocks

Fabric Ornament Pattern
4" x 4" or 3" x 4-1/2" Block

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS:
1 Fat Qtr fabric of your choice fronts & backs of ornaments
Ribbon for hanging loops
1/4 yd paper backed fusible web
Batting scraps or fiberfill
1/4 yd tear-a-way stabilizer

• Creator assumes user has basic sewing and quilting knowledge.
• All seams are 1/4 inch.
ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES NEEDED:
Sewing Machine in good working order and new needle
Rotary cutting tools, Mat, Ruler, Cutter
Scissors, Straight Pins, Sewing Machine Thread

CUTTING & SEWING DIRECTIONS:

1. Cut fabric into 8 pieces (4 fronts & 4 backs) 1-1/2" larger than image

(ex 5-1/2" Sq. for the 4" x 4" images or 4-1/2" x 6" for 3" x 4-1/2" images)
2. Carefully peel away paper backing from printed images.			

3. Cut 4 image size pieces of paper backed fusible web.
Following manufacturers instructions, adhere fusible web to wrong side
of images. Peel off paper, trim white borders off images. Adhere image
to fabric, centering on background fabric.
4. Zig zag around image (0 - .5 stitch length and 2.5 - 3.0 stitch width)
(using tear away stabilizer on wrong side may be helpful)
5. Cut ribbon desired loop size. Center and baste to image.
6. Place backing fabric and fabric with image right sides
together. Sew 1/4 inch seam allowance all around,
leaving 3" opening on bottom for turning.
7. Trim corners. Turn right side out.
8. Straight stitch around 3 sides next to zig-zag.
Leave bottom unstitched.
9. Fill ornament with batting of your choice for desired loft.
10. Straight stitch bottom closed next to zig zag. Hand stitch outside
opening closed or edge stitch entire ornament.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:

(as needed)

• Colorfast for hand washing: Use cold water and mild detergent; Ivory
• Air dry
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